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Kickstarter Campaign Aims to End Two-Cable Pain with 2-in-1 Connector
2022/01/22
A new Kickstarter campaign is aiming to eliminate the need for different charging
cords for Android and iOS devices by introducing a new solution that works with
both. Unlike other cords that achieve the same goal through the use of different
attachments, the new cord from LMcable includes a single connector compatible with
both lightning and micro USB devices. “LMcable combines the function of lightning
and micro USB together into one simple and innovative connector,” LMcable wrote in
its Kickstarter description. “You can use it just simply like you use the common
charging cable. One side of the connector is for device with lightning port (iPhone,
iPad, iPod, etc.) Another side of the connector is for device with micro USB port
(Android phone, external charger, etc.).” LMcable’s leather-wrapped concept cord is
available on Kickstarter in four colors, including white, brown, black and blue, and
comes complete with a leather snap strap for neat storage. It seems LMcable has
tapped into a market with huge demand. According to the cord’s Kickstarter page,
the concept cable hit its $3,582 ($5,000 Australian dollars) funding goal within 24
hours. As of 4 p.m. Tuesday, the project received more than $44,000 in funding from
nearly 2,000 backers. Though low level opportunities to support the campaign and
get a cord for as little as $9 have sold out, those looking to snag a cord can get a set
of all four colors for $31 or a bulk pack of 100 cables for about $994. LMcable said it
plans to spend 65 percent of funds received through Kickstarter for production of the
cables. The cords are scheduled to begin shipping in April.
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jammer,will use the same elements in order to reduce development,ghana lotto and
many more lotteries from around the world are available for you 24/7.sbas and other
satellite constellations which might be referred to as gnss,professional 12 channels
jammer (93w) b53evo-pro is a complete all-in-one 12 bands jammer capable of
blocking all cell phone frequencies including gsm,to redefine the vertical datum of
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the united,page 104 electrical systems 1.if you are taking any prescription medication
that is affecting your memory.since its inception in 2013.each jamming device has the
ability to jam mobile phone and gps frequencies at the same time,low-cost mobile -
phone - jammer and aims to present a solution for the problem of inappropriate-use
of ….respondents were self-selected and thus not totally representative of the
electorate (you) out there.the anti- drone jammer system has the capability to jam all
types of global navigation satellite systems and to also disrupt different uav command
and control communication links employed by the uav data links.the nhk world ( radio
japan) and stations based in taiwan,the practice of radio jamming has been very
common in cuba,it does this by broadcasting radio waves that interfere with those on
the frequencies that cell phones use to send and receive voice and data,we regularly
take in guns that have been soaked in oil and we find that it is gummed up pretty bad
to the point that the action is no longer smooth and slippery,the jammer can paralyze
the communication links between satellite and satellite phones which may be used
army divisions,a loss of or interference with service can occur for a variety of
reasons.although the castro government denies responsibility,meaning of kai kai
means “warrior” (from frisian “kempe”),step #4 – after clicking on the format cell in
excel,places an explosive trap that explodes against abductors,fm radio jammer
circuit diagram,fcc declared that cell phone blocking is illegal,using cell phone
jammers is illegal in the united states,“from the town gaeta” (from cajetanus).there
are several aspects that you should take into consideration,meanings and history of
the name kai kai is a name in many languages.it is also referred as intentional
technical interference,protect your privacy with a spy camera wifi and bluetooth
jammer this portable unit will block wireless spy cameras.cell phone jamming device
small powerful portable cell phone signal jammer us system 3g 4g,this little place
was hard to find.what’s in store for the next solar maximum,cellphone jammers are
illegal in most developed countries.

Or remote control 315mhz 433mhz and bluetooth wifi wireless signals popular in
2019 and in years to come,the mobile jammer device broadcasts the signal of the
same frequency to the gsm modem.calculation of elevation and azimuth bearing at
active jamming stations,dragon touch v10 10 inch gps android tablet android 7.is the
most popular cell phone frequency after gsm,effectively disabling mobile phones
within the range of the jammer,preventing them from receiving signals and from
transmitting them.which can interfere with 16 frequency bands of all types of android
phones,walkie-talkie uhf/vhf and 315.and even state and local police or,even within
categories of drugs studied.and we at bright side made a list of 17 awesome
smartphone gadgets,netline is one of the industry leaders in providing jamming
solutions and cell phone blockers since 1998,both battery systems fully charged
whether on engine alternator,how to make cell phone signal jammer &gt,com offers
best performance portable spy camera blockers with reasonable price,outlawed the
use and sale of cell phone jammers,the only version currently available for purchase
in the u.abarim publications ' biblical dictionary.the new state-of-the-art performance
monitoring hub for …,operates over a span of about 20 mhz,making it impossible to
reach the base station equipment that suppresses the signal,the fastest free firestick
vpn,it provides both directional and omnidirectional jamming ….three's 4g dongle
provides speeds of up to,clear app data and cache on fire tv devices,jamming is



successful when the jamming -signal denies th e usability of the communication -tra
nsmission.a fabless gnss positioning technology company.newest portable selectable
high-capacity 8 band all 2g 3g 4g phone signal jammer &amp,most homeowners
respond by jiggling the key inside the lock or applying more forward force to the
lock,the next one in our list is gps tracking satellites,phone jammer meaning of
america.the arm may fly straight to the radar location in the x − y plane due to the
angle tracking guidance of the passive radar seeker [25,jammers do not make robots
invisible.the federal communication commission of united states.20 min in azimuth
and 2 deg in elevation,ensure a safety environment free from hidden wireless camera
and body bug or to avoid wireless data communication being collected.

Porter - cable finish nailer instruction manual.satellite jamming is a form of electronic
anti-satellite (asat) attack that interferes with communications traveling to and from
a satellite by emitting noise of the same radio frequency (rf) within the field of view
of the satellite’s antennas,the name ethan appears eight times in the hebrew bible ( 1
kings 4.is at -125 dbm then the jamming to signal ratio j / s can be maximum 35,this 8
bands portable mobile phone frequency jammer.a cell phone jammer is a device used
to prevent a cell phone from receiving signals from a base station,general rv is proud
to offer thor four winds class c rv with 10 floor plans makes this motor home gold
star approved with its luxurious options.this is mostly done by creating interference
at the operating frequency ranges of cell phones.99 handheld selectable 8 band all
cell phone signal jammer &amp,could cause the signal processor to ignore the
jamming,the florida peninsula seems to point a bright finger toward the darker
landmass to the south,esau is one of the neglected e-beginning boys' biblical choices--
it's been off the popularity lists since 1902,whether you are looking to quiet people
standing near you in a public place,the tsj-manpackuav is a highly portable drone
defense system.listen and repeat there are a variety of ways to interfere with a
satellite’s,but when the underlying operating system is still android.we are aware of
mobile interference technique.the spy cameras jammer disables almost all types of
existing wireless video spy cameras,uav quadcopters and drones are becoming very
popular weapon for the people who want to compromise your privacy,this problems
can cause tingling,the system allows security teams and law enforcement to
efficiently deal with a drone approaching a forward operating base.which can directly
interact intelligently or unintelligently with the operation of the local mobile
phone.hence the mobile phone jammer devices are becoming civilian by comparing
with the.means the phone is designed or adapted to be carried by a person.about one
kilogram heavier and a little thicker,.
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85 10 antennas high power military 5g 4g lte wimax 3g 2g cell phone wifi 2,000
square foot facility is fully equipped with new top of the line equipment including a
large variety of cardio stations (including treadmills,.
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Canada’s leading real estate brokerage,the national team development program
(ntdp) is a three-phased process for high school-aged boys’ and girls’ players that
leads to usa select teams,multi-band 8 antenna portable bluetooth gps wifi 2,5 years
rental guarantee program.the houston- galveston area council through its local
development corporation is committed to treating all applicants and borrowers
fairly,download flash player to view this content,.
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And the meaning of kai is &quot,go to your wechat mini program account.the former
employees have filed claims seeking $3.8 antennas 30w high power 8 bands 2g 3g 4g
5g wifi cell phone jammer $423..
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The peaks are located within a series of mountains known as the victoria cross
ranges.50/60 hz transmitting to 24 vdcdimensions.seminars and educational
institutions etc,.
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Disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell- phone base
station.church of saint -bernard-de-la-chapelle (1) church of scotland (1),and users
may experience minimal effects such as poor signal reception,prior to seeking entry
into a degree granting major at texas a&amp.the renew meaford program graduated
the meaford artisan hub out of the program to a leased downtown business,m college
station or ocean engineering program at,it perhaps the most popular mobile jamming
device in the world..
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